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About This Game
Pixel-Warfare is BACK with better quality and improved gameplay.
One of the most played games for Web Player and Webgl, with additional features that were not possible for browsers.
The game includes:
Multiplayer with up to 30 players
Map editor to create your own custom maps...just click and your map will be ready and full with players
3 game modes: Deathmatch, Team Deathmatch and Zombies
Full arsenal with weapons like snipers, shotguns, machineguns, granade launchers, pistols and more.
Pixel-Warfare was created in 2014, and to this day continues to be updated with new features.
Upcoming features:
Map Editor: READY!
Character Editor: IN PROGRESS...
Weapons Editor: IN PROGRESS...
Vehicles Editor: IN PROGRESS...
We wish you... many many fun and successful shots.
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pixel warfare pro. pixel warfare pro descargar. pixel warfare pro download
Good basic game. Decent selection of accurate weapons. Typical WASD with jumping and running also.
Easy to use map editor though it doesn't have a big variety of textures. Holding the right mouse
allows you to place multiple blocks but blocks placed in this manner become one object.
You can't break it down into smalled chunks. To make windows you have to frame them out first
and then fill in the gaps or make walls one block at a time which isn't that hard with speed clicking.
For the price the game is worth getting and hopefully we'll see the playerbase increase.
. I would like to say a few comments about the game. Graphics have improved a lot since the original. The weapons targeting is
much better, there is a level editor. What is bad is the lack of old trails, it is not possible to play every game on each track. And
what was the worst thing in the original was the rocket and the grenade launcher ... These two guns would get a lot of fun on a
level. Please let the original tracks be added to the map repertoire and take out this 2 gun weapon and the game will be good. If
you want more players then I think you're about to throw 1000 keys and what's important to give the game a workshop support.
It would be very good if you could download maps from a workshop. Thanks for reading it. If you have answered, please email
me at lirdce1@gmail.com. Doesn't ever connect to servers.. Pixel warfare in your browser is a lot better this is just a bad copy
of the free internet video game. This game is so funny Durango physics when you shoot a shotgun in the face when they fly off
the map it's so funny. 0 peoples play this, game ;\/. Expected Minecraft with guns
Got Roblox with no girlfriends
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This game is a clunky mess there's a second delay between a keyboard press and when it registers and this is with a ping of
about 30.. Pixel warfare is just another Minecraft FPS shooter that jus doesn't feel finished
The game is ugly and lacks any personality and it just feels like another unity rush job. The empty servers and the lack of music
would be a little more forgivable if the game was free but having a \u00a33.99 price tag is just a little ridiculous
There are so many better pixel based FPS's out there so save your money and dont waste your time on this mess
If you want to see what this game is like without wasting your money, heres a little video showing what the game has to offer
https:\/\/youtu.be\/wNYn-TAk0QU. I don't usually write reveiws..first time actually. But just wanna put this out there right
quick.
For those who are puchasing or have ths game and cannot find anyone to play with, please do note that the game did just come
out Yesterday. (It is September 21 now as I am writing this reveiw.) So please give it some time before saying no one plays this
game. However, the game itself has a lot of interesting features and aspects. Pretty good amount of weapons, the maps are pretty
cool, you can make your own maps as well. IMO, it still needs more game modes rather than just deathmatch and Zombies. A
survival mode would be really good for this game!!! Fighting off enemy waves of zombies or soldiers, whoever. I hope it
happens, that would be a fantastic addition. Anyways.. This is a very good multiplayer game. If you love multiplayer FPShooters
with pretty good maps to play on (and hopefully more gamemodes in the future)...this is the game for you. Get this game, tell
your friends about it and spread the word so we can get more players to battle!!!
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